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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 
Lactic acid is made by the body in response to tissue hypoperfusion, which is one of the 
main complications in sepsis.  Intuitively, increased levels of lactate are present in many 
septic patients, as the body is not able to adequately circulate oxygen in these patients.  
This is the physiological premise for using lactate measurements as indicators of the 
degree of tissue hypoperfusion.  Given the correlation between the adequacy of 
circulation in septic patients and their survival, early versions of the Surviving Sepsis 
Campaign recommended taking an initial lactate measurement in septic paitents. 
(Dellinger, Trzeciak, Mikkelsen).  Since these early recommendations, serial serum 
lactate measurements, and the use of lactate clearance have entered many clinicians’ 
protocols in the treatment of sepsis. (Otero, Arnold, Nguyen 2010, Jansen, Jones).  In 
particular, it has been proposed that lactate clearance should take the place of ScVO2.  
This is based on evidence that within the initial 24 hours of treatment, targeting lactate 
clearance as a goal of treatment in the place of ScVO2, is non-inferior (Nguyen 2010, 
Nguyen 2004, Arnold, Jones).   
Often times, resuscitative efforts stretch well beyond 24 hours of initial presentation.  
Yet, only scattered, small studies have addressed the role of lactate clearance 
measurements late in the resuscitative protocol (Friedman, Bakker, Krishna, McNelis, 
Manikis).  Furthermore, our literature review only revealed studies in the SICU (Husain 
et al),  (Bakker et al), (Friedman et al), (Manikis et al, McNelis et al, Krishna et al).   
Given the potential benefit of post 24 hour lactate clearance as a prognostic indicator 
and guide to therapy, our group felt motivated to investigate the issue in a larger and 
more diverse clinical spectrum than that currently available in the literature.   
 
HYPOTHESIS AND RATIONAL 
 
Given the proven efficacy of lactate clearance measured early in treatment of patients 
with SIRS, sepsis, severe sepsis, or septic shock to predict morbidity and mortality, as 
well as it’s apparent viability as an effective treatment goal in protocol based therapy, 
our group hypothesized that lactate clearance measured after 24 hours of initiation of 
treatment will continue to be predictive of morbidity and mortality.   
 
 
SPECIFIC AIMS 



 
Our group sought to collect lactate clearance values as well as other clinical data from 
patients admitted to the hospital with SIRS, sepsis, severe sepsis or septic shock in 
order to elucidate any correlation between post 24 hour clearance values and select 
clinical outcomes.  The primary outcome was mortality.  Secondary outcomes were 
Length of ICU stay, ICU readmission, need for vasopressors, and need for intravenous 
bolus fluid resuscitation. 
 
PROGRESS MADE TOWARD EACH SPECIFIC AIM 
 
Post 24 hour lactate clearance and mortality 
 
Our initial approach to analyzing the relationship between clearance and mortality was 
to divide our patients, (approximately 230), into two groups, those above the median 
clearance value and those below.  These two groups were designated clearers and 
non-clearers, respectively.   

 
 

Next, with the assistance of a graduate 
student in statistics, we performed a 
logistical regression of the effects of 

clearance on mortality in each group.  The output was odds of mortality vs. survival.  For 
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Clearers, odds of mortality was 0.24, for Non-Clearers, odds of mortality was 0.32.  
From this data, we derived an odds ratio. The odds ratio of odds of mortality in Non-
Clearers over odds of mortality in Clearers was 1.305, indicating a 30.5% increase in 
the odds of mortality in the Non-Clearers group.  A Wald’s test indicated a P-value of 
less than 0.05, indicating significance.  These results showed that clearers below the 
median indeed had increased mortality. 
 
In order to best control for disease-severity, mortality analyses was also performed 
among all patients at once holding our measure of clinical severity, SOFA scores, 
constant. Our output was also modified to tell us the change in mortality that occurred 
for a 10% change in clearance.  Logistical regression showed a 10% increase in 
clearance predicted a 5.5% decrease in the odds of mortality, (C.I. = 3.2-8.6%).  This 
showed that the ability of lactate to predict mortality was independent of our measure of 
clinical severity.  
Next, we used similar logistic regression models and outputs to investigate our 
secondary outcomes.  SOFA scores were held constant for those outcomes which they 
proved to have a significant correlation to.  For intravenous fluid resuscitation, logistical 
regression showed a 10% increase in clearance predicted a 5.3% decrease in the odds 
of a patient requiring fluid resuscitation, (C.I.= 3.3-8.1%). For vasopressors, logistical 
regression showed a 10% increase in clearance decreased the odds of a patient 
receiving vasopressors by 4.7%, (C.I. = 2.6-8.0%). For length of ICU stay, Poisson 
regression revealed length of stay decreased by 19.4% when clearance decreased by 
100%, (C.I.=6.7-30.4%). 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
We began this investigation with the intent of uncovering whether lactate clearance 
maintained its prognostic utility later in the course of resuscitative therapy for SIRS, 
sepsis, severe sepsis, and septic shock patients.  Through logistical regression we 
showed, even after controlling for clinical severity, lactate clearance values measured 
after 24 hours are predictive of mortality, length of ICU stay, (to a small extent), need for 
vasopressors and need for intravenous bolus fluid resuscitation.  Based on our study, 
clinical studies investigating the efficacy of post 24 hour lactate clearance 
measurements as a therapeutic guide seem warranted. 
 
LIST ANY ABSTRACTS OR PUBLICATIONS THAT MAY ARISE FROM THIS WORK: 
 
An Abstract has been submitted for the DoM Celebration of Research Conference at 
The University of Florida College of Medicine 
We anticipate submitting our work for publication. 
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